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Letter From the Chair 

Delegates, 

My name is Will Brodlo and I am currently a senior at 
Saint Ignatius. I will be your chair for this 
environmentally historical committee. I have been 
involved in Model UN since I was a freshman and am 
currently a member of SIMUN’s Executive Board. I 
participated in the COP 21 committee at Boston 
College’s “EAGLEMUNC” last year and am well versed 
in environmental politics. I have been keeping in touch 
with the media and see now that it is more important 
than ever to discuss this conference, considering 
President Trump has pulled the U.S. out of the Paris 
Agreement. I have worked closely with my P.O., 
Maddie Flynn, to ensure that our committee goes 
smoothly and we can have a great time. I am very 
excited for this committee and I hope that we can 
create some insightful solutions to the problems our 
natural world faces.  

Please contact me with any questions. You can 
email me at william.brodlo@students.ignatius.org.  
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Information about this Committee

In late 2015, the United Nations Climate Conference or 

COP21 was held in Paris, France. The duration of the 

conference was from November 30th to December 12th. This 

was the 21st annual session of the Conference of the Parties. 

The 196 representatives who attended discussed and 

negotiated the Paris Agreement, which determined the united 

global action on the reduction of climate change. The Paris 
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Agreement is the premiere outcome out of COP21, and binds 

members to reduce carbon output as soon as possible. 

Future binding resolutions were set on global warming, gas 

emissions, and other environmentally conscious methods to 

help the environment. 

Members of the Paris Agreement’s commitments are not 

binding until the 55 parties who currently emit over 55% of 

the world's greenhouse gas have ratified the Agreement, 

making it more dire than ever to have international 

participation and unity on this subject. 
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Topic A: Climate Change

Climate change refers to the gradual development of weather 

patterns over time, and how they have changed in 

comparison to previous years. Human activities have lead to 

global warming, which is the century scale rise in the global 

temperature.  

Humans have been damaging the world’s environment with 

the emission of greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, 

methane, and nitrous oxide. The burning of fossil fuels is a 

contributing factor in the environmental degradation and 

correlates directly to the harmful gas emissions produced by 

each country. Human influence has put  

The predicted effects of the current climate change include 

global warming, changing precipitation, expansion of 

deserts, and rising sea levels. 
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In 2015, Pew Research Center reported that 54% of all 

respondents asked consider it [global warming] "a very 

serious problem”. 

Countries recognize how much greenhouse gas emissions 

they produce and need to be cognizant of the effects it 

contributes to the environment. Statistically, more developed 

countries produce higher amounts of gas emissions than 

lesser developed countries. Scientists have been able to 

calculate the emission rates from every individual country. 

The goal of this topic is to think of attainable and responsible 

solutions to climate change. To address and debate climate 

change will bring awareness and demand attention from society 
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and hopefully bring about change. Global warming is the epitome 

of how human activity interplays with the environment. Humans 

have not been respectful to the environment and recognition is 

the first step in helping the future. The chair is looking forward to 

any insightful contributions that delegates will make during 

committee. 
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Topic B: Sustainable Energy 

In recent years, the United Nations has been looking towards 

sources of sustainable energy to help combat the 

environmental degradation that we are dealing with in this 

current age. 

Sources of sustainable energy include hydroelectricity, solar 

energy, wind energy, wave power, geothermal energy, 

bioenergy, and tidal power. These technologies have been 

devised to help with energy efficiency. The transition from 

fossil fuels to renewable energy sources is in need now.  

Conflict arises from disputes between developed countries 

vs. non-developed countries. Primarily, discussions about 

these countries and the technologies/resources available to 

each are disputed. Each country has its own unique identity 

and stance,  
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While ample research has done on sustainable energy and 

different mechanisms to utilize it, vary few countries have 

employed these technologies to help the environment. 

COP21 was the perfect conference to initiate future plans to 

incorporate these solutions to aid the natural world. 

The goal of this topic is to analyze sustainable energy and the 

important technologies available to us. The chair is looking for 

delegates to pursue creative solutions and inspire active 

discussions on what we can do to help the environment. 
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Positions: 
1. U.S.A. 
2. Russian Federation 
3. China 
4. Turkey 
5. France 
6. Luxembourg 
7. Canada 
8. Germany  
9. Greece 
10. Spain 
11. Sweden 
12. United Kingdom 
13. Ukraine 
14. Switzerland 
15. Monaco 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Lithuania 
19. Japan 
20. Finland 
21. Australia 
22. Austria 
23. Croatia 
24. Denmark 
25. Hungary 

Sources: 
Mwangi, Patrick. "Highlights." COP21 | Climate Change. N.p., n.d. Web. 22 
	 July 2017./.latest_citation_text

Sustainable Innovation Forum 2015, December 2015, Paris, France. 	 	
	 N.p.,n.d. Web. 22 July 2017.

"UN Climate Change Conference Paris 2015." United Nations. United 	
	 Nations, n.d. Web. 22 July 2017. /.latest_citation_text
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